Abstract. Globalised-civilisation interaction intensity grows exponentially, involving all dimensions and regions of planetary environment. The resulting dynamics of critically high, exploding complexity urgently needs consistent understanding and efficient management. The new, provably universal concept of unreduced dynamic complexity of real interaction processes described here provides the former and can be used as a basis for the latter, in the form of "complexity revolution" in information systems controlling such "critically globalised" civilisation dynamics. We outline the relevant dynamic complexity properties and the ensuing principles of anticipated complexity transition in information and communication systems. We then emphasize key applications of unreduced complexity concept and complexity-driven IT to various aspects of post-industrial civilisation dynamics, including intelligent communication, context-aware information and control systems, reliable genetics, integral medicine, emergent engineering, efficient risk management at the new level of socio-economic development and resulting realistic sustainability.
Introduction
Exponentially growing power of various interaction processes within increasingly globalised civilisation has surpassed today the characteristic generalised globalisation threshold, after which everything becomes related to everything else and the number of unconditionally negligible interaction links tends to zero. A major characteristic of such "truly globalised", strong-interaction system structure and dynamics is that they cannot be a-priori defined -but rather emerge from the "bottom-up" interactions between component systems (and people). This clashes with the traditional systems engineering that approaches the design of hard-and software "with the end in mind", namely by a-priory defining the system and its performance requirements following a "top-down", linear thinking. Given the exponentially huge, always growing number of possibilities, such approach cannot be efficient above globalisation threshold, for any linear, basically sequential computing power. It is interesting to note that there is a similar contradiction in fundamental science between predetermined configuration of its "exact-solution", or "perturbative", constructions and much more variable, emergent diversity of real-system structure it is supposed to describe.
In order to cope with this fundamental difficulty and realise the new, emergent engineering approach [1] , one should first understand the unreduced interaction dynamics within a real system, including both controlled natural/human systems and controlling information systems supposed to correctly reproduce main features of controlled system behaviour. Special attention should be given here to processes of new, a-priori unknown structure formation, so that one could eventually replace explicit system design with definition of final purposes and general criteria (that should also be rigorously and universally specified).
The unreduced, real-system interaction description with the necessary properties has been proposed recently for arbitrary kind of system, leading to the universal concept of dynamic complexity that was then confirmed by application to various particular systems, from fundamental physics to autonomic communication and information systems [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . We shall outline below major features of those results having strategic importance for IT Revolutions programme (Sect. 2) and showing that to a large degree it can be properly specified in terms of IT complexity revolution implying indeed a qualitatively big transition from zero-complexity to highcomplexity, intelligent and autonomic ICT structures (Sect. 3). While this complexity transition in artificial structures remains a real challenge we face today, the properties we should obtain and their origin in natural structures are clearly specified indicating ways to problem solution and providing various intuitive expectations about them with a rigorous basis and quantitative criteria. We conclude by demonstrating, in Sect. 4 , inevitability of ICT complexity revolution for key applications, such as reliable genetics, integral medicine and new, complex-dynamic eNetwork of creatively monitored, decentralized and sustainable production processes [7, 8] .
Unreduced Interaction Dynamics: Causal Randomness, Emerging Structure and Unified Complexity Definition
Arbitrary interaction configuration, including that of information-exchanging entities within an autonomic eNetworked system, can be universally represented by a Hamiltonian-form equation we call here existence equation because it simply fixes the fact of many-body interaction within a system, without any special assumption [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] : components. Note that explicitly time-dependent system configurations (with timedependent interaction potentials) are described by the same equation, up to formal notation change, but here we want to concentrate on time-independent initial configuration, in order to emphasize emergent time (and structure) effects.
A usual, perturbative approach to system behaviour analysis involves essential reduction of generally unsolvable (nonintegrable) Eq. (1) to a formally solvable one, but missing many real-system interaction links, such as 
It is by choosing a particular configuration of this extremely simplified mean-field potential that one artificially imposes the "expected", predetermined interaction result, any genuine emergence (structure-formation, or self-organisation) effects being practically cut off, irrespective of further "stability analysis" or "peculiar" trajectory behaviour.
However, there is a way to efficiently analyse such "intractable" (practically all real!) interaction problems without their unjustified, creation-killing simplification. It can be done in the (properly extended) framework of so-called optical, or effective, potential method [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , where one obtains an equation formally similar to approximate Eq. (2) but being, contrary to the latter, equivalent to the unreduced problem formulation, Eq. (1), in its full complexity:
where η is the problem eigenvalue to be found, while the effective potential (EP) ( ) ef f ; V ξ η depends now, in a very complicated and highly nonlinear way, on this eigenvalue and eigenfunction ( ) 0 ψ ξ to be found (details can be found in Refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and other papers cited therein). This EP structure actually contains, now in a more convenient (though always formally "nonintegrable"!) form, the full complexity of all system interactions, their emerging links, possible "round-about ways", etc. It is not difficult to show that this nonlinear, "additional" EP dependence on the eigensolutions to be found leads to real existence of multiple, locally complete and therefore mutually incompatible problem solutions there where one would expect only one its solution within any perturbative or exact-solution approach of Eqs. (2)-(3). Therefore these mutually incompatible but equally real solutions called system realisations (they describe its various possible, now explicitly emerging configurations) are forced, by the driving interaction itself, to permanently replace one another, in a dynamically (causally) random order thus defined.
The phenomenon of dynamic multivaluedness, or redundance, thus rigorously derived by the unreduced interaction analysis changes dramatically the richness and quality of system behaviour (it should be distinguished from usual "multistability" or "strange attractors" obtained within the reduced, dynamically single-valued analysis hal-00426699, version 1 -27 Oct 2009 equivalent to a mean-field approximation of Eqs. (2)- (3)). First of all, it provides the universal and strictly intrinsic (dynamic) origin (and the very meaning) of randomness in any real interaction process, which does not depend on (formally postulated) time or any other external factors (like "initial conditions" for "diverging trajectories"). It is confirmed by the related dynamic definition of a-priori event probability, which is not related to any abstract, postulated "event space" but directly follows from the above random change of dynamically(objectively) equal realisations: 
where r α is the probability of dynamic emergence of r-th actually observed realisation containing r N elementary realisations ( 1 r N = for each of these), while N ℜ is the (total) number of system realisations. This emergent randomness and probability phenomenon shows, in particular, that any hope for at least theoretically possible regularity of "pure" (properly isolated) and "thoroughly controlled" interaction processes (also in ICT systems) is vain: the origin of randomness is within even the formally totally regular, "deterministic" interaction itself (even for zerouncertainly "initial conditions"!), while any additional "control" attempt is but a new interaction configuration subject to the same, intrinsic randomness.
Directly related to this result is the universal, dynamic event definition, which is nothing but each subsequent realisation (or their dense group) emergence/change in the process of their permanent "competition" (due to dynamic multivaluedness) within initially "homogeneous" and time-independent interaction process. This is the rigorously specified process of structure formation, or emergence, or selforganisation, that cannot be specified in principle within any usual, dynamically single-valued analysis (because the single system realisation just remains identical to itself, without any intrinsic change). It is confirmed by the inevitably related, rigorously derived definition of physically real, emergent, unceasingly and irreversibly flowing time. Namely, time acquires an elementary increment as a result of strongly inhomogeneous realisation change event, which occurs in our initially totally timeless system due to the same dynamic multivaluedness phenomenon. Each real system jump (dynamic reconstruction) from one of its multiple realisations (configurations) to another, randomly chosen one gives rise to the related quantum of space (for a given interaction level), or characteristic (minimum) size, x Δ , directly determined by eigenvalue spacing of the unreduced EP problem, Eq. (4),
v is the speed of (homogeneous) signal propagation in physically real system "environment" (one of its initial degrees of freedom in Eq. (1)). Unstoppable time flow is due to unceasing realisation change, while its intrinsic irreversibility is due to the causally random order of their appearance (time is thus inseparable from dynamic randomness of time-making event emergence). It is evident that this rigorously specified, physically "produced", quantised space and irreversibly flowing time have a hierarchical structure, reappearing (emerging) at each new interaction level as relevant-scale entities dynamically "constructed" from effectively homogeneous degrees of freedom of previous, lower level(s).
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IT Complexity Revolution 5 And finally, one obtains as a unifying result the provably consistent and totally universal definition of dynamic complexity, C (and closely related chaoticity):
where N ℜ is the system realisation number (determined eventually by the number of its interacting components, N [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ) and (dynamic) complexity is universally measured by any growing function of realisation number, ( ) C N ℜ , or its rate of change, equal to zero for (actually unrealistic) case of 1
). Note that it is actually the last, totally unrealistic case of zerocomplexity, dynamically single-valued interaction result (problem solution) that is invariably considered within usual "models" (including those used in "complexity science", "chaos theory", etc.) that can only provide effectively zero-dimensional, point-like "projections" of dynamically multivalued, complex-dynamic behaviour of real systems. Those projections can certainly bear various "signatures" of underlying real-system complexity, but in its strongly and unpredictably reduced version. Note, in particular, that N ℜ in Eq. (6) stands for the number of explicitly obtained (as a result of unreduced problem solution, Eqs. (1), (4)), mutually incompatible and changing system realisations, rather than the number of arbitrary observed and "countable" entities. Suitable complexity measures include ( )
As dynamic multivaluedness underlies both genuine dynamic complexity and causal randomness (see Eq. (5)), we can also define complex behaviour as chaotic (dynamically random) one, (dynamical) chaos being consistently and universally specified now as (always) causally random process of system realisation change, which is the only possible way of any real system or interaction process existence. It shows once again that attempts to establish total regularity in any real, complex system cannot be successful in principle, especially in highercomplexity (large and autonomic) systems of our main interest (see also below). According to intrinsically probabilistic origin of any emerging system configuration, any measured quantity represented by the generalised system density
, is obtained as a causally probabilistic sum of respective quantity values for individual realisations,
where detailed expressions for . The dynamic origin of probability thus obtained means also that, contrary to usual situation, the result of Eqs. (5), (7) remains valid irrespective of the number of observed events (observation time) and, in particular, it is valid for every single realisation (event) emergence (and even before any event emergence!).
However, the complete problem solution has even more complicated structure than that of the causally probabilistic sum of Eq. (7) representing only the first level of system dynamics splitting into many incompatible, changing realisations. Each of these realisations generally shows similar internal splitting into second-level, also incompatible and probabilistically changing realisations (under the influence of the same system interaction) and so on, where the total number of such realisation levels can be very large even though not all of them can be practically resolved as such. This general, most complete problem solution (expressed by a multi-level probabilistic sum in Eq. (7)) has thus the structure of dynamically probabilistic fractal [2] [3] [4] , whose multi-level hierarchy of ever finer elements is much richer than that of usual fractals because it includes permanent probabilistic realisation change at each structure level, providing it with the property of efficient dynamic adaptability, or intelligent (reasonable) behaviour, observed in living organisms.
Useful power real P of that probabilistic fractal dynamics underlying such "magic" properties as high adaptability, autonomy, creativity, intelligence and sustainable development (highly desired for the new ICT and eSocial systems!) is determined by the total number of (fractal) realisations N ℜ (or complexity C) that can be estimated as the number of system link combinations [3] [4] [5] [6] :
where the number of links L is already very large (it can be much greater than the number of system components N: for human brain, ). It is this exponentially huge efficiency advantage that explains the above "magic" qualities of highcomplexity (very large L) natural systems (life, intelligence, consciousness, sustainability), which can be successfully reproduced and efficiently controlled in man-made, artificial environment only if one "liberates" the involved information (and human!) system dynamics to follow a creative, free-interaction regime.
Every structure-formation, emergent system dynamics resulting from unreduced, complex-dynamic interaction development can also be called self-organisation. Although we have shown above that any really emerging, self-organised structure inevitably contains a great deal of dynamic randomness, the latter is usually confined to a more or less distinct shape determining the observed system configuration. How can one define then the actual "proportions" of, and the border between, those omnipresent but opposite properties of randomness and order? The detailed analysis of EP method equations (see Eq. (4)) shows [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 9 ] that the onset of strongly irregular regime of uniform chaos occurs under the condition of resonance between major component processes, such as the internal dynamics of each system component and characteristic interaction transmission between components:
where κ is the introduced chaoticity parameter, while ξ ω and q ω are frequencies (or energy-level separations) for the inter-component and intra-component motions,
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respectively. At 1 κ (far from resonance) one has a multivalued self-organised or confined-chaos regime (internally chaotic but quasi-regular externally), which becomes the less and less regular as κ grows from 0 to 1, until at 1 κ ≈ (resonance condition) the global or uniform chaos sets in, followed by another self-organised regime with an "inverse" system configuration at 1 κ . All multi-level hierarchy of any real system dynamics can be described within this universal classification, where additional complication comes from the fact that there are always many higher-order resonances in the system (describing always present by maybe spatially limited chaoticity). In natural system dynamics the regimes of uniform chaos and selforganisation tend to "reasonably" alternate and coexist, so that the former plays the role of efficient "search of the best development way", while the latter ensures more distinct structure creation as such, both providing detailed realisation of the above high interaction power, Eq. (8), to be reproduced in the next generation of intelligent eNetworks, where the quantitative criterion of Eq. (9) can be useful as a universal guiding line (uniquely related to the above unreduced complexity analysis).
The qualitatively strong, irreversible change and creativity inherent to the unreduced, multivalued system dynamics imply certain direction and purpose of real interaction processes. These can be specified [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 10] as unceasing transformation, in any interaction process and system dynamics, of a latent complexity form of dynamic information, I (generalising the notion of "potential energy"), into its explicit form of dynamic entropy, S (generalising the notion of "kinetic energy"), always occurring so that the total complexity, C, given by the sum of the two complexity forms, decreasing dynamic information and increasing dynamic entropy, C I S = + , remains unchanged (it is given by the initial interaction configuration and any its external modification):
Dynamic information describes system potential for new structure/quality creation, while dynamic entropy describes the unreduced dynamic complexity of already created structure. The universal symmetry of complexity (law of its conservation and transformation), Eq. (10), provides thus another useful guideline for emergent engineering by rigorously specifying the universal purpose of natural interaction development. One can show that all major laws and dynamic equations known from fundamental physics can be reduced to particular cases of this universal symmetry of complexity [2, 3, 10] , which is further evidence in its favour as a guiding rule.
Complexity Transition: Creative ICT Systems and Emergent Engineering
Rigorous description of unreduced interaction dynamics from the previous section including provably universal concept of complexity can be considered as a necessary basis for the new, exact science of intelligent and creative ICT tools and their efficient application to management and development of complex real-world dynamics. That kind of theory provides a rigorously specified extension of respective empirical results and intuitive expectations about the next stage of ICT development confirming its now provably revolutionary character and specifying its objectively efficient content. One should also take into account that such complex information systems are supposed to be used for efficient control of real, high-complexity systems, implying consistent, realistic and universal understanding of controlled system dynamics (otherwise missing) as indispensable condition for their sustainable management. Major features of unreduced complex dynamics relevant for the IT complexity revolution were outlined in Sect. 2: huge power of unreduced interaction process, its inevitable and purely dynamic randomness, universal classification of major regimes of truly complex dynamics, and the universal symmetry of complexity as the unified law and purpose, as well as guiding line for ICT system design. Now we can further specify these results in terms of several major principles of complex ICT system operation and design [6] realising also the ideas of emergent engineering [1] .
We start with the complexity correspondence principle implying efficient interaction only between systems of comparable (unreduced) complexity. Being a direct consequence of complexity conservation law, Eq. (10), it limits the scope of efficient system design to cases that do not contradict that fundamental law and therefore can be realised at least in principle (similar to energy conservation law use in usual, thermo-mechanical machine construction). A major manifestation of the complexity correspondence principle is the "complexity enslavement rule" stating that a higher-complexity system can efficiently control (or enslave) a lower-complexity one, but never the other way around. Therefore, there is no sense to try to obtain efficient (autonomic) control over a complex system using only lower-complexity tools. It can be considered as rigorous substantiation of the importance of the whole IT complexity revolution concept we describe here: in its absence, traditional, zerocomplexity systems monitoring complex real-world phenomena can be used only in a strongly non-autonomic way implying essential input from human complexity levels (intelligence), but in today's increasingly "globalised", strong-interaction world efficient application of such man-dominated, "slow" and "subjective" control becomes ever less efficient if not catastrophic.
According to the same principle, interacting similar-complexity systems may easily give rise to strongly chaotic (dynamically multivalued) behaviour that can be both harmful (in situations where one is looking for stability of a basically established configuration) and useful (in situations where essentially new and best possible ways of complexity development should be found). And finally, when one tries to use a very high-complexity system for control over a much lower-complexity one, this control should certainly be possible, but may be practically inefficient for another reason: the high-complexity controller will effectively "replace" (or even suppress) the much lower-complexity but useful process under its "surveillance". This would imply, in particular, that IT complexity revolution should better start and proceed from software/context to hardware/traffic level, rather than in the opposite direction.
These rules of efficient complexity control can be extended to the second major principle of complex ICT management, the complex-dynamic control principle. Based on the same universal symmetry of complexity, but now rather its complexity development aspects (see the end of Sect. 2), it states that contrary to ideas of traditional, "fixed" control, the extended, complex-dynamic control implies suitable complexity development (i.e. partially unpredictable change) as a major condition for efficient system monitoring. It means that, as proven by our unreduced interaction IT Complexity Revolution 9 analysis (Sect. 2), controlled dynamics can not -and should not -be totally, or even mainly, regular. In other words, suitable degrees of acceptable chaotic change, or even essential structure development, should be provided for truly efficient, failureproof eControl systems (involving both their ICT and human elements.)
The purpose of such extended, complex-dynamical control becomes thus practically indistinguishable from the general direction of optimal interaction complexity development (from dynamic information to dynamic entropy, Sect. 2), as it should be, especially in a "generally globalised" system, taking into account its inseparable interaction structure including both controlling and controlled elements. It shows that properly creative monitoring is actually much more reliable than traditional, restrictive control, implying once again the necessary essential advance towards complex-dynamic, truly intelligent IT control systems. Combined with the first principle of complexity correspondence and enslavement, this universal guiding line and criterion of complex-dynamic control leads to the ultimate, now uniquely realisable purpose of sustainable control providing (unlimited) global development stability by way of omnipresent local creativity.
Finally, the unreduced (free) interaction principle refers to exponentially huge power of unreduced interaction processes, as opposed to much lower, power-law efficiency of traditional, linear (sequential) operation schemes in existing ICT systems (see Eq. (8) in the previous section). The above complexity correspondence principle confirms the evident fact that efficient management of that huge real-interaction power would need equally high, complex-dynamic interaction power of IT systems applied and ever more densely inserted in the tissue of real-world complexity and intelligence. However, such huge power progress needs equally big transition from detailed step-by-step programming in usual ICT approach to monitoring of only general development direction of complexity-entropy growth (by properly specifying complexity-information input). Intrinsic chaoticity should become a normal, useful operation regime. Correspondingly, the huge power of free-interaction dynamics can be realised in the form of dynamically probabilistic fractal (Sect. 2), with specially allocated possibilities of its development. As mentioned above, such natural complexity development tends to occur as irregular, constructive alternation of global chaos and multivalued self-organisation regimes of complex dynamics, the former realising efficient search of optimal development ways and the latter providing a more ordered structure creation as such.
The unified, rigorously substantiated content of these three major principles of complex ICT system operation and design reveals the forthcoming ICT complexity transition as the first stage of IT complexity revolution and the beginning of useful complexity and chaos role in information-processing systems. This qualitatively big transition will show up as essential power growth and appearance of new features usually attributed to living and intelligent systems. Whereas technical realisation of complexity transition remains an exciting challenge, the objective necessity to meet it follows e.g. from the universal criterion of chaos as being due to system resonances (see Eq. (9)). While a sufficiently low-intensity eNetwork can try to maintain its basic regularity by avoiding major resonances, it becomes impossible for higher network interaction density/intensity due to inevitable overlap of emerging new resonances. Therefore even a limited task of preserving traditional system regularity acquires a nontrivial character and needs application of unreduced complexity description.
While everything shows that today we are already quite near that complexitytransition threshold, the unreduced interaction complexity opens also much brighter perspectives of new, generally unlimited network possibilities after successful complexity transition, providing additional motivation to the whole problem study. As strong interaction within the global ICT-human-social system is inevitable in any case and has already been realised in large parts of the world, its often negative aspects of "future shock" [11] (where dense but regular IT systems tend to "impose" their "pathological" linearity to intrinsically complex human thinking) can be replaced by the opposite positive effects only as a result of IT complexity revolution (where human intelligence endows IT systems with a part of its natural complexity).
One relatively easy way to approach the desired complexity transition starting from existing network structure is to attempt a transition from their still hardware-and location-based realisation to intelligent-software-and knowledge-based realisation. Such truly knowledge-based networks can be conceived as autonomic systems of interacting and permanently changing knowledge (any semantic) structures able to usefully evolve without direct intervention of human user (that will instead create and modify general rules and particular preferences of this knowledge interaction process). Efficiency demands for such knowledge-based ICT development will naturally enforce the advent of complex-dynamic operation modes, simply due to complex-dynamic structure of unreduced knowledge content. This major example shows how even a "usual" quality-of-service demand involves complexity transition in ICT system operation and design. This is also the next, equally natural step of emergent engineering [1] realisation in its autonomic engineering version, where the omnipresent, real-time (and knowledge-based!) system development constitutes an integral part of its complex, holistic dynamics within any particular application.
IT Revolutions as Complexity Revolution in Science and Society
The IT complexity revolution substantiated and specified in previous sections as the core of modern IT revolution represents a natural result of ever more interactively and intensely used information and communication systems approaching now the critical point of complexity transition (Sect. 3). This rapidly advancing and still poorly recognised process acquires yet greater importance and support if one takes into account equally big complexity transitions emerging in all key fields of science, technology and global civilisation dynamics constituting together the forthcoming complexity revolution in human civilisation development [5] . It becomes evident that all these essentially complex-dynamical applications need complex-dynamic IT tools for their real progress (due to the rigorously substantiated complexity correspondence principle, Sect. 3), while successful development of those tools can only result from complexity science and application progress. It would be not out of place to briefly outline here the key complexity applications asking for IT complexity revolution.
While today's rapid progress of genetics and related bio-medical applications is widely acknowledged, emerging serious problems around the unreduced dynamic complexity of bio-chemical systems involved only start appearing in public science discussions (see e.g. [12] ). The universal science of complexity clearly specifies the It follows that only essential progress towards equally rich, truly complex dynamics of information systems used for the causally complete understanding of living organism dynamics can solve this kind of problem and in particular form a solid basis for the truly reliable genetics.
Very close to genetics is the extremely popular group of nano-bio applications, where the fact of strongly chaotic (multivalued) nano-system dynamics [13] remains practically unknown, despite the evident similarity with the above bio-chemical problems. Here too, the dominating incorrect reduction of nano-system dynamics to regular models can be as harmful as the unreduced complexity analysis can be advantageous, asking for complex-dynamic IT systems as major study tools.
At a higher complexity level of the whole living organism dealt with in medicine, it becomes evident that any its correct understanding (absolutely necessary for sustainable progress of extended life quality) should involve suitably complex information system dynamics able to provide a unified complex-dynamical "map" of each individual organism dynamics and development. This is the idea of integral medicine [2, 3] based on inseparable combination of unreduced complexity science and complex-dynamic IT systems applied. Comparing these natural perspectives and challenges with the reductive and separating approach of usual, mechanistic medicine, it is easy to see the necessity of bio-medical complexity revolution.
Sustainable development issues represent a further natural extension of the same ideas to ever higher complexity levels of planetary civilisation dynamics involving nevertheless a well-specified conclusion about the necessary unified transition to a superior level of the entire civilisation complexity [5] . This "embracing", global complexity revolution can only be avoided in the case of alternative possibility of explicitly degrading, complexity-destroying development branch (that may have already become dangerously real). As knowledge-intense civilisation structure includes, already today, ICT systems as its essential part, the forthcoming global complexity revolution and the next development stage cannot avoid essential use of properly upgraded, complex-dynamical information systems.
One can speak here about complex eNetworks efficiently controlling decentralized, emergent production and creative consumption systems [7, 8] (in the new sense of "developing" complex-dynamical control of Sect. 3) and effectively replacing today's inefficient financial systems that cannot cope with the real development complexity. Note, by the way, that efficient management of huge volumes of (highly interactive) scientific and technological, all innovation-related information alone would certainly need urgent introduction of knowledge-based, context-aware and thus explicitly complex-dynamic ICT tools.
We shall not discuss here much lower complexity levels of physical systems, while noting, however, that even at those relatively low complexity levels one is definitely pushed towards the unreduced analysis in terms of real system complexity (instead of conventional zero-complexity "models"), without which "unsolvable" problems and related development impasses accumulate catastrophically in various fields, from particle physics and cosmology to high-temperature superconductivity and nuclear fusion [14] , leading to the desperate "end of science".
One should also emphasize a general-scientific but practically important meaning of consistent understanding of complex ICT system dynamics. Whereas fields like binary algebra and logics formed a basis for information technology development in a previous epoch, today one deals rather with the problem of (arbitrary) interaction within a real system of many "information bodies" whose causally complete solution just leads to the universal concept of dynamic complexity (Sect. 2). The resulting complex-dynamic information science [6] will therefore constitute a rigorous basis for the next stage of fundamental and applied computer science development realising essential progress of scientific knowledge. Complex-dynamic, real-knowledge-based, semantically full and therefore inevitably "uncertain" information entities will replace standard, semantically trivial "bits" from the previous, hardware-oriented level of information science, which is exactly what is needed from the point of view of modern application demands [15] [16] [17] [18] . This crucial progress involves a qualitatively deep change in dominating conceptual attitudes and empirical methods as discussed above (Sect. 3).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the revolutionary situation in IT development clearly felt today can be consistently and constructively specified as IT complexity revolution implying creation and (practically unlimited) development of qualitatively new ICT systems and applications. Namely, we (1) rigorously proved the inevitability of ICT complexity emergence (Sect. 2), (2) derived major properties of interest of real-system complexity within its universally valid concept (Sect. 2), (3) obtained three major principles of complex-dynamic and intelligent ICT development and related complexity transition (Sect. 3), and (4) demonstrated the applicationrelated need for complex ICT system development, including the global complexity revolution leading to intrinsically sustainable level of social and economic civilisation dynamics (Sect. 4). It is therefore difficult to see another, equally promising and problem-solving alternative to this long-term way of ICT development, with its revolutionary start beginning right now and going to be a major contribution of today's generation to the planetary civilisation development.
